The authors investigate the enhanced microwave transmission through a metal plate perforated by a square lattice of subwavelength holes, predicted to occur as a structure factor resonance phenomenon ͓F. J. Gracía de Abajo and J. J. Sáenz, Phys. Rev. Lett. 95, 233901 ͑2005͔͒. By probing the surface electric field on the metallic plate at the peak transmission frequency, they establish the similarities and differences between the structure factor resonance and surface plasmon.
In the past few years, phenomena of enhanced transmissions of electromagnetic ͑EM͒ waves through subwavelength apertures have received intensive studies.
1- 8 The physical mechanism responsible for the extraordinary transmissions was initially believed to be resonant excitations of surface plasmon ͑SP͒ on the holed metal films, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] though the true role of SP has been questioned subsequently. 15, 16 Recently, transmission enhancement phenomena in terahertz and millimeter-wave frequency regimes have been experimentally demonstrated. [17] [18] [19] In these frequency domains, metals serve ideally as perfect conductors and therefore would not be able to support SP on their surfaces. Pendry and coworkers proposed that even perfect conductors, once textured with periodic structures, can support a type of SP-like modes to resolve the debate over extraordinary transmissions through subwavelength holes. 20, 21 Corresponding experimental investigations were implemented in microwave frequencies by Hibbins et al. that verified the theoretical prediction. 22 A combination of subwavelength holes and SPlike modes on perfectly conducting surfaces thus opens new interest to realize extraordinary transmissions of microwaves through structured conductors. More recently, Gracía de Abajo et al. 23 and Gracía de Abajo and Sáenz 24 have shown that the enhanced transmission phenomenon in perfect conductor hole arrays has its origin in the resonance-induced field enhancement arising from the periodic structure factor, which fundamentally differs from the surface plasmon, as the latter involves the inertial mass of electrons and should display nonzero surface tangential electric field.
In this letter, we study the microwave transmission through a metal plate perforated by a square lattice of small holes at the frequencies of 10-18 GHz, with the intention of examining the similarities and differences between the structure factor resonance and the surface plasmon. In particular, we measured the surface electric fields on the transmission side of the metallic plate, at the peak transmission frequency, so as to obtain a more detailed description of the transmission phenomenon. For a reasonably thick metallic plate, a transmission peak significantly greater than that due to the hole filling ratio background was observed at the frequency slightly lower than Wood's anomaly frequency. We find that the surface tangential electric field is nonzero only in the hole region, as expected. But the positive and negative charge densities as measured by the normal electric field can extend to regions intermediate between the holes, making it similar to a surface plasmon. Experimental results are shown to agree well with finite-difference time-domain ͑FDTD͒ simulations.
Consider a beam of microwaves impinging normally on a square lattice of small holes, as shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ . The sample is a 0.5 mm thick brass plate with a square array of 15ϫ 15 holes, each being 8.0 mm in diameter with a lattice constant a = 20 mm. The size parameters were chosen in order to obtain a strong transmitted signal while preventing waveguiding transmission through the holes in the measurement frequencies. It is noted that an 8.0 mm hole has the cutoff frequency of ϳ22 GHz. 25 Microwave transmission a͒ Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic mail: phwen@ust.hk spectra were recorded by a network analyzer ͑Agilent 8720ES͒. Two identical horn antennas were used to generate and receive EM waves, separated by a distance of ϳ140 cm. The sample was placed between two horns at a distance ϳ40 cm from the receiving horn. The measured spectra have been normalized to the transmission value without the sample. Figure 1͑b͒ shows the experimental measurement, where a transmission peak ͑ϳ75% ͒ at 14.10 GHz and a dip ͑ϳ20% ͒ at 15.07 GHz are seen. The dip corresponds to Wood's anomaly which should occur at the wavelength = a. The peak is located at the wavelength of 21 mm, and this value is larger than the hole itself as well as the cutoff wavelength. For such long wavelength, the wave becomes evanescent when traveling inside the holes and the resultant transmission would be expected as low as the prediction of Bethe's theory. 26 However, the peak transmission is huge compared to such value and is even larger than the geometrical filling ratio of the holes ͑i.e., assuming 100% transmission through the hole area͒, which means that not only the EM energy impinging directly on the holes gets transmitted but also part of the energy shining the metallic surface is converted into transmission. In the experiment, we also tested different samples with thicknesses of 1.0 and 2.0 mm ͓see Fig. 1͑b͔͒ . For even thicker samples, the peak transmission value is seen to decay, but the frequency position remains unchanged.
The distribution of the near field on the surface of the sample was probed at the peak transmission frequency. We replaced the receiving horn by a detector behind the sample. The detector was a waveguide/coax adaptor ͑WR62, 12.4-18 GHz͒, mounted on a moving stage and allowed to do a point-by-point scanning within the x-y plane, with a spatial resolution of 1 ϫ 1 mm 2 . The transmitting horn was connected with a signal generator ͑HP83711B͒ to stimulate a single frequency wave, while the detector was connected to a power meter to sense the field intensity. The detector, with polarization initially set along the y direction, was brought to a distance of 0.2 mm from the surface on the transmission side of the sample. The scanned region is a 40ϫ 40 mm 2 square with 2 ϫ 2 holes. The scanning map of the tangential electric field is shown in Fig. 2͑a͒ for the E y intensity on the exit surface of the sample. The E y component is seen to be concentrated almost entirely on the holes, with negligibly small values on the metallic part of the surface. By adjusting the detector's polarization to be along the x direction, the scanned distribution of E x is shown in Fig. 2͑b͒ . It is seen that there is no E x component across the whole region, except for a variation of the intensity profile attributable to the nonuniformity of the incident wave front.
To probe the E z distribution, we used a 16 mm monopole antenna as the detector and orientated the monopole normal to the exit surface. The resulting intensity map of E z is shown in Fig. 3͑a͒ and revealed that four bands of high intensity are formed along the x direction and that these bands are separated by some blue strips along the y direction. According to the boundary condition n · E = / 0 , where is the surface charge density, 25 the high intensity regions are associated with surface charges, with the blue stripes implying zero surface charge. Therefore, we are able to determine the magnitude of surface charges through detecting ͉E z ͉. In addition, we measured the phase of E z along two selected dashed lines as shown in Fig. 3͑a͒ because the phase would indicate whether these surface charges are positive or negative. The results are shown in Fig. 3͑b͒ . Along line 1, very tiny phase change was observed. In contrast, a phase change, close to jump, was seen every 10 mm along line 2. So we infer from FIG. 2. ͑Color online͒ Scanning maps of ͑a͒ ͉E y ͉ and ͑b͒ ͉E x ͉ on the exit surface of the sample at the peak frequency of 14.10 GHz. The scanning region measures 40ϫ 40 mm 2 and includes 2 ϫ 2 holes as outlined. The incident electric field is polarized along the y direction and the magnetic field along the x direction. Negative values shown here are due to the signal intensity detected that is lower than the zero of the instrument .   FIG. 3 . ͑Color online͒ ͑a͒ Scanning map of ͉E z ͉ on the exit surface of the sample at the peak frequency of 14.10 GHz. The scanning region measures 40ϫ 40 mm 2 and includes 2 ϫ 2 holes centered at the coordinates ͑10, 10͒, ͑30, 10͒, ͑10, 30͒, and ͑30, 30͒, respectively. The incident electric field is polarized along the y direction and the magnetic field along the x direction. ͑b͒ The variations of the relative phase of E z component along two axes, as denoted in ͑a͒. ͑c͒ A color plot combining both the magnitude and phase of the measured charge density as deduced from E z from the previous two figures, ͑a͒ and ͑b͒. ͑d͒ FDTD simulation results to be compared with ͑c͒.
this result that each band in Fig. 3͑a͒ is composed of charges of the same sign and the charges in two neighboring bands are opposite. From Figs. 3͑a͒ and 3͑b͒ , we obtained a periodic distribution of surface charges and such distribution is consistent with the dipolar nature of subwavelength holes revealed from the tangential electric field components in Fig.  2 . Seemingly, each hole behaves like a dipole and these "dipoles" are flanged by opposite surface charges outside the holes and these periodic charges establish a standing wave resonance on the surface when the incident wavelength is close to the lattice constant. This picture is very similar to that of the surface plasmon. However, where it differs from the surface plasmon picture is the region between the holes, where there is no tangential electric field. Here the charge density is seen to diminish from the high values on two sides of the holes, along the y direction. Ultimately, the surface charges radiate the EM energy towards the far field with the characteristic wavelength Ϸ a. As discussed in Refs. 23 and 24, a dipole ͑hole͒ array will fully reflect ͑transmit͒ EM waves because of inducing a coherent structural resonance at wavelength a bit larger than the periodicity of arrays, implying enhanced transmission for the complementary structure, i.e., the metallic hole array. Therefore the microwave transmission enhancement here is not related to SP but to a surface charge resonance determined by periodicity, although there is definitely a resemblance in the surface charge density distribution.
Combining the magnitude and phase information, we plot them together in Fig. 3͑c͒ , which lends itself to direct comparison with FDTD simulations in Fig. 3͑d͒ . 27 It is seen that the agreement is satisfactory. 
